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1. (a) Map the following algorithm into architecture and identify the critical path. Assume that
combinatorial divider is available. [DO or change the name of the variables.]

Input N

R = N

G = 1
While (R <> G) do

R = (R + G) /2

G = N/R

endwhile
Output R
end [3]

(b) Assuming that the adder and the divider used in your designed architecture for the above
problem are having a precision of 3 bits after the binary point, tabulate the values of the
variables Rand G for an input value of N = 22 and comment on the given condition for
termination. [3]

2. (a) Assume that you are having functional block that can compute 2N, for a user provided 4
bit unsigned binary number N. Using the aforementioned blocks only (as many as you

require), how do you realize the computation of 2x8s + 5x8R
, where Sand Rare 4 bit

unsigned integers. [3]

(b) If M be a 6 bit unsigned integer, show that the following implementations are trivial: [3]
[ div(X, Y) returns the quotient and mod(X, Y) returns the remainder when X is divided by Y]

(i) IF ((mod(M, 4) = 0) OR (mod(M, 4) = 3)) THE (N= M)
ELSE (N = 3 + 4 div(M, 4) - modiM, 4))

(ii) IF (mod(M, 2) = 1) THEN (W= 4M - 1) ELSE (W = 4M + 2)

(iii) V = 16 + div(M, 4) + 32 modiM, 8)
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3. (a) A combinatorial block having 5 ns of propagation delay, can be broken into two stages
having delays of 2 ns and 3 ns each. Draw the datapath of a parallel-pipelined structure
that can provide a throughput rate of 2 GSPS (i.e. 1 result in 0.5 ns). Control structure
need not be shown, but the datapath must be optimized. [3]

(b) Draw the structure of an array multiplier that is capable of multiplying a 6 bit unsigned
. binary number with another 4 bit unsigned binary number. [3]

4. (a) Draw a neat schematic diagram of an optimized conditional sum adder that can add two
6 bit numbers. Write down the number of2:1 multiplexers used in this design. [3]

(b) Draw the schematic diagram of a 6 bit BLP (bit level pipclined) ripple carry adder
showing the input- and the output sequence. How much time it will take to complete the
addition of I million pairs of6 bit binary numbers if the delay ofa single bit full adder is
10 ps and the delay of the flip flop is negligible? [3]

5. (a) Design a controlled incrementer/decrementer, using only 2-input basic gates, that
realizes the following functionality, where W is a 6 bit unsigned binary number: [3]

w

E-
F

Controlled INC/DEC

E F Output (Y)

0 x W

1 0 W+ 1

1 1 W-l
Y

(b) Design a 6 bit multifunction register USIng D flip flops, 2: I multiplexers and the
controlled incrernenter/decrementer block referred in the problem above, which satisfies
the following activity table: [3]

Control Lines
Action

P2 PI Po

x 0 0 Freeze the content

0 0 1 Increment content by 1

1 0 1 Decrement content by 1

0 1 0 Load External Input

0 1 1 Complement the content

1 1 x Double the content
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